
John Denver wrote this
song in 1966 although
it achieved greatest
success three years
later on a recording by
Peter, Paul and Mary.

The story goes that  the
song - under it’s
original title “Babe, I
Hate To Go” - was one
of sixteen Denver paid

to have pressed onto vinyl.  He
distributed the 250 copies to friends and family.

Peter, Paul and Mary were so impressed with the song that
they chose to record it themselves and released it on an
album the following year.  It didn't become a hit, however, until
1969 when they released it as a single.

STEP 1 - Select a style

There are many styles that would suit this song but I chose to
stay reasonably close to a recording I have of John Denver
performing it - and opted for ‘70sCountryPop’ from the
COUNTRY style category.

STEP 2 - Set the tempo

The default tempo for the style is 132bpm but this felt a little
too fast to me so I slowed it to 125bpm for a more relaxed
feel.  Naturally you should choose a speed that you’re
comfortable with - especially if you’re learning the notes at the
same time.  The good news is that there are only three chords
in the Easy Keyboard Library arrangement - so I guess this is
about as easy as it gets.

STEP 3 - The Intro & 1st Verse

The EKL arrangement doesn’t give an intro but I felt that it
needed something to set the tone of the piece.  On Tyros5 the
INTRO 2 is eight bars long - with just a soft rhythm, bass and
electric piano for the first four bars.  It begins to resemble a
‘Carpenters’ track half way through though (when a string track
is added to mix) so I pressed the CHANNEL ON/OFF button
and switched the PAD (string) part off (fig.1). 

As the intro comes to an end and the written tune begins I use
Tyros5’s One Touch Setting (OTS) 1 - ‘Classical Flute’ - for the
first melody voice in the arrangement.  

Here’s the registration for those who need to set it up
manually...     

Registration  1: Classical  Flute OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................70sCountryPop (INTRO 2 - MAIN A) - 

volume 80
Tempo..................125 bpm
Style Part............. PAD off

If you’ve got into the habit of numbering the bars in your
music start by giving the second bar (which begins with the
lyric “bags are packed...”) number ‘9’.  This is because the
first two notes are actually played during the last (eighth)bar of
the intro. 

At bar number 16 (lyric “but the...”) I selected the MAIN B
variation - making sure that the OTS LINK button is switched
OFF and the AUTO FILL in button is switched ON.  
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At the same time I switched back on the PAD style part I’d
taken out earlier - so the string part can be heard again.

With so many things to do it’s easier to create a second
registration...

Registration  2: Classical  Flute OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................70sCountryPop (MAIN B) - volume 80

By pressing MAIN B so that it’s light is 
flashing as I stored the registration the fill-
in will be triggered automatically whenever 
I select the registration button. 

Tempo..................125 bpm
Style Part............. PAD on

This registration takes us to bar 24 (lyric “so...”) where I
switched to the MAIN C variation.  As before the melody voice
doesn’t change - but now I play it an octave higher than
written which gives it a different sound. 

Registration  3: Classical  Flute OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100 - played one octave higher than 
written. 

Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................70sCountryPop (MAIN C) - volume 80

I press MAIN C so that it’s light is flashing as
I store the registration. 

Tempo..................125 bpm
Style Part............. PAD on 

At bar 32 (lyric “cause I’m...”) I move along to the MAIN D
style variation.  This time I also select the corresponding OTS
button 4 which, on my Tyros 5, gives a gentle brass mix (fig.2).

I also add the HARMONY effect which, on my Tyros5, is
already set to STANDARD DUET.  If yours is not you can
adjust it yourself by pressing DIRECT ACCESS followed by the
HARMONY button.  This will take you direct to the correct

page (fig.3) for you to select the STANDARD DUET harmony
from the TYPE list.

Registration  4: Brass  Mix OTS  4  (Tyros5)

Right 1................. Jazz Trumpet - volume 100
Right 2................. Warm Horns Section - volume 100
Right 3................. Flugel Horn - Volume 100
Harmony Standard Duet - setup as shown in fig.3
Style.....................70sCountryPop (MAIN D) - volume 80

I press MAIN D so that it’s light is flashing as
I store the registration. 

Tempo..................125 bpm
Style Part............. PAD on 

That’s it.  Play through to the end and, as you reach the final
chord of G, press ENDING 2 for a professional playout.

Chords  (optional)

If you’d like to experiment with the chords I’ve used for this
piece begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement as described earlier.  Use the chord of G
major for the intro - then, write these chords into the music
score at the appropriate bar numbers.

As before an mp3 file is available for anyone who wants to
hear my version.  Please email for a copy to glyn@yamaha-
club.co.uk and put ‘Jet Plane’ in the subject line.

9: G     /     /     / 10: C     /     /     / 11: G     /     /     / 12: C     /     /     /

13: G     /     /     / 14: C     /     /     / 15: D     /     /     / 16: Am7  /   D7   /

17: G     /     /     / 18: C     /     /     / 19: G     /     /     / 20: C     /     /     /

21: G  /  GM7/F# / 22: C/E  /   A/C#  /  23: D7sus4   /   /   / 24: D7    /     /     /

25: G     /     /     / 26: C     /     /     / 27: G     /     /     / 28: C     /     /     /

29: G  /  GM7/F# / 30: C/E  /   A/C#  /  31: D7sus4   /   /   /  32: D7    /     /     / 

33: G     /     /     / 34: C     /     /     / 35: G     /     /     / 36: C     /     /     /

37: G     /     /     / 38: C     /     /     / 39: D7sus4   /   /   /  40: D7    /     /     /

41: G     /     /     / 42: C     /     /     / 43: G     /     /     /   44: C     /     /     / 

45: G     /     /     / 46: C     /     /     /
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47: D7sus4   [Fill] 48: D7    [Break]

49 - 55: G   [Ending 2]

Bars 1 - 8: G   [Intro 2]


